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dust that will coat the lobes of  her lungs with glittering stillness

kurt isaacson

written for dustin donahue

[percussion + electronics]
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live electronics

in this piece, live electronics are triggered at various points via the use of  a max/msp
patch (file: dust.maxpat) loaded onto a laptop computer; a vibration speaker (transducer)
affixed to the underside of  the snare drum acts as the sole output; one should follow
the set-up below and properly “tune” the audio output to the snare drum to generate
as much sympathetic snare resonance as possible:

the performer cues parameteric changes in the max/msp patch via a usb footpedal
(ascii) that outputs a spacebar command; these notated cues correspond to a numeric
counter included in the max/msp patch, and all cues follow the notated rhythm of
the score/performer:

NOTE: the composer has not included a separate staff/notation for the max/msp
patch output (as is becoming customary, despite the fact that notational conventions
for electronics are often dubious at best and, at worst, highly ambiguous); here the
patch’s output is, instead, described succinctly in words next to each cue

audio interface

OUT
[snare drum vib. speaker]
(attached to underside)

laptop
[max/msp]

usb foot pedal
(spacebar)

1 slow
tremolo

description of
audio output

number in
cue series

arrow aligns with
score event/action

performance notes

NOTE: if  possible, this piece should be performed with stage lights down (dark); in this case,
             performers should utilize small music stand lights in order to read the score

approximate duration: 19 minutes

instruments

1 triangle (large, resonant)
1 spring coil
1 snare drum
1 brake drum
1 crotale (C4 — as written)

beaters

triangle beater
drum stick
hard mallet
styrofoam block
ball-peen hammer
soft chime hammer
bow (arco)

NOTE: performer should allow ALL actions to vibrate freely & decay naturally unless otherwise
             specified to dampen or silence a particular instrument — still, crucial instances of
             necessary resonance are marked in the score (notated: “l.v.”)
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crotale

brake drum snare drum spring coil* triangle

*) prior to preformance, locate five distinct & resonant contact points along the spring coil’s length;
    assign each a number from 1 to 5; notation numerically specifies which contact point is struck;
    spring coil must be positioned in a location that allows the performer to lower it onto the snare
    drum’s head (see indications below)

- dead stroke

- scrape in slow circular motion over face (“head”) of  brake drum

- hit one instrument with another

- dampen

- full weight of  spring coil rests on snare drum head

- spring coil is suspended such that its end lightly touches snare drum head

- spring coil does not touch snare drum head whatsoever
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kurtisaacson.comthe smallest sister coughs up her house in pieces, hand over her lips, smothering
the clang of  wood and steel against her molars.  she looks around the playground,
then looks down.  in her fist, a pool of  spit and flotsam: orange peels of  rust,
soot blossoms, grains of  plaster.  a curl of  twine dangles from her mouth.  she
pulls it out and binds the pile into a chewed up pit.  with one thumb she pushes it
down into the brassy soil, where ruin swells and blooms, tumors of  memory
underground.

[“the smallest sister coughs” in the rusted city by rochelle hurt]
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dust that will coat the lobes of  her lungs with glittering stillness

written for dustin donahue
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(2.) soliloquy/rusted city
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